Suggestions for Duffle Bag Presentation

1. Dish soap bottle
2. Spray bottles-trigger/aerosol/pump
3. Window cleaner(blue)- can also be used to demonstrate a “pretty poison”
4. Medication bottles-prescription/OTC/children’s liquid medicine like ibuprofen or acetaminophen. These can also be used as an example of good tasting poisons, as many children like the taste of berry or cherry flavored medications
5. Artificial plant or berry
6. Toothpaste tube
7. Tums or other antacid tablets can also be used as an example of a medicine that looks like candy. Antacid tablets look like Sweet Tarts candies
8. Shampoo bottle
9. Mouthwash bottle
10. Tube of diaper cream
11. Children’s blowing bubbles
12. Glo Stick
13. Plug-in air freshener
14. Beer or wine bottle (plastic margarita/martini glasses can be used, as well)
15. Weekly pill keeper
16. Empty container of insect repellant
17. Bubble bath

Also include items that children would recognize that are safe to eat/drink:

1. Milk carton
2. Plastic fruits or vegetables or breads
3. Cereal box
4. Mac ‘n’ cheese box
5. Juice box